Municipality of Skagway

SNOW PLOWING INFORMATION

Skagway Public Works manages snow plowing priorities as shown on the attached Snow Removal map. The timing and decision to plow (or not) depends on the amount of snow fall and weather forecasts.

The North-South Streets and select Avenues (emergency services, municipal buildings, school) are the first priority for plowing. These are marked in RED.

The remaining Avenues are plowed as second priority if the volume of snow warrants plowing. These are marked in BLUE.

Broadway from 1st Avenue to 8th Avenue (business district marked in ORANGE) is bermed to the center of the street and hauled off. For safety reasons this is usually done early in the morning after a significant snow fall. In the event of a large snow fall during the day, Broadway may be bermed to the center of the street with gaps in the berm at the intersections to allow traffic to pass, and hauled off the next morning.

The State of Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities is responsible for State Street and other roads that are marked in GREEN.